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We show this by exhibiting an oracle relative to which probabilistic linear time equals BPP,probabilistic polynomial time, as well as an oracle for which they di�er. Thus techniques thatrelativize will not answer this question. Virtually all known techniques for solving problems of thistype relativize, particularly the techniques that separate the deterministic time classes.Our result suggests the surprising possibility that a complexity time hierarchy has a non-trivialcollapse. Results of this nature show some fundamental di�erences in probabilistic computationversus other forms of computation such as deterministic and non-deterministic.We also show some other relativized results in this paper relating to randomness and lineartime.2 De�nitionsA probabilistic Turing machine M is a standard Turing machine with a special coin toss state.When the machine enters this state, with probability 1=2 it will immediately enter a special headsstate; otherwise it will enter a special tails state. This de�nition is equivalent to other probabilisticTuring machine models such as a standard Turing machine having a random tape [3].A probabilistic machine M accepts a language L � �� if:1. For all x 2 L we have Pr(M accepts x) > 2=3.2. For all x 62 L we have Pr(M accepts x) < 1=3.A probabilistic machine M is proper if it accepts some language L. A probabilistic machine Mis improper if for any string x, M on x accepts with probability between 1=3 and 2=3. We say aproper probabilistic Turing machine M has one-sided error if for x 62 L, the probability that Maccepts x is zero, i.e. M does not accept x on any computation path.We assume throughout the paper that � = f0; 1g and all logarithms are base two. We also willuse n freely to represent jxj, the length of the input.We say L 2 BPTIME[f(n)] if there is a proper probabilistic machine for L that runs in O(f(n))steps. BPP = [k>0BPTIME[nk]. We use RTIME and R respectively for one-sided error proba-bilistic machines. RTIME[f(n)] � NTIME[f(n)], because one can just guess the coin tosses. Weuse ZPTIME and ZPP for zero-sided error, i.e. a language L has ZPTIME[f(n)] machine M ifthe probabilistic machine M runs in O(f(n)) steps, outputs an answer with probability greaterthan two-thirds and when it outputs an answer the answer is always correct. ZPTIME[f(n)] =RTIME[f(n)]\co-RTIME[f(n)]. For a more thorough introduction to probabilistic computationsee Gill's seminal paper this subject [3].An oracle A is a subset of ��. A relativized Turing machine is a machine with a special querytape on which it writes a string x 2 ��. The Turing machine then enters an oracle query state thatimmediately goes to a special yes state if x 2 A and to a no state otherwise. In shorthand, we saythe machine makes the oracle query x. Equivalently, we can think of an oracle as its characteristicfunction A : �� ! f0; 1g where A(x) = 1 i� x 2 A. We relativize a circuit by having a specialoracle gate that takes as input a query to the oracle and returns true if that string is in the oracle.When we use recursion theoretic techniques to prove a statement true, the proof will work evenif all the machines involved have access to the same oracle. For example, we can prove P 6= EXPusing diagonalization, i.e. we create a language in exponential time de�ned to be di�erent thaneach possible polynomial-time machine. This proof works even if we allow the exponential-timemachine and the polynomial-time machines access to the same arbitrary oracle. Thus P 6= EXP istrue under any oracle A. 2



Suppose we show a complexity statement is true under a certain oracle B. If we could provethe statement false using recursion theoretic methods then the statement would be false underall oracles. This contradiction tells us recursion theoretic techniques will not work to prove thestatement false. If we can �nd two oracles A and B such that the statement is true under oracle Aand false under oracle B then recursion theoretic techniques will not work to settle the statementtrue or false. We will need other techniques, techniques that do not relativize, to settle thisstatement. Most complexity statements relativized both true and false have remained unsettled byany techniques.3 Our Results and Related ResultsWe show the existence of oracles under which the following hold:1. BPP = BPTIME[n] (actually we will show BPP = RTIME[n], BPP � NTIME[n] andBPP = ZPTIME[n])2. BPP has linear-size circuits.3. �P2 � BPTIME[n] (�P2 is de�ned as P with access to an NP oracle)4. The negation of each of the above.We also show there must exist a language in either BPP or NP but not in BPTIME[n]. Thisresult implies there are languages accepted by interactive proof systems that are not accepted inprobabilistic linear time. This is the �rst result showing a separation for languages accepted byinteractive proof systems not known to hold for NP or BPP. (See [5] for the de�nition of interactiveproof systems.)Hartmanis and Stearns [6] with Hennie and Stearns [7] show for \nice" f and g such thatlimn!1 g(n)f(n) log f(n) = 0 then DTIME[f(n)] 6� DTIME[g(n)], and thus DTIME[nj] 6� DTIME[nk]for 1 � k < j. Cook [2] showed the latter result for non-deterministic time, which was improvedby Seiferas, Fischer and Meyer [11]. All of these results relativize to all oracles.Wilson [15] showed �P2 has linear-size circuits with an appropriate oracle. We extend Wilson'sresult to show BPTIME[n] contains �P2 relative to an oracle. However, his techniques fail to helpprove our main theorem since they rely on the fact that languages in �P2 can be forced by settingonly a polynomial number of oracle answers for each input. BPP does not a�ord us that luxury.Kannan [8] showed �P2 \ �P2 does not have nk{size circuits for any �xed k. Using standardtechniques, one can show BPTIME[n] has n4{size circuits. These results relativize to all oracles.Combining these facts with the above results, we �nd that there are oracles that collapse �P2 toBPTIME[n] and linear-size circuits and oracles that collapse BPP in BPTIME[n] and linear-sizecircuits but such oracles do not exist for �P2 \�P2 . The class �P2 \�P2 contains BPP [12] and �P2though the relationship between �P2 and BPP is unknown.One can get a trivial separation of BPTIME[n] and BPTIME[2n] by simulating all possible cointosses. Karpinski and Verbeek [9] improved this result to show BPTIME[nlogn] does not containBPTIME[2n� ] for any � > 0.
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4 Deterministic, Non-deterministic andProbabilistic Linear TimeWhy does probabilistic computation behave di�erently than deterministic and non-deterministiccomputation for separating the time classes? In this section we will describe the proof techniquesfor separating DTIME[n2] from DTIME[n] and NTIME[n2] from NTIME[n] and show why thesetechniques fail for probabilistic computation.The proof that DTIME[n2] 6� DTIME[n] works roughly as follows: Let M1;M2; : : : be anenumeration of all linear-time deterministic Turing machines. De�ne a machine M that on input idoes the following: Simulate Mi on input i and accept if and only if Mi rejects. In quadratic time,M has more than enough time to simulate Mi on input i. However, if a linear-time machine Mjaccepts L(M) then we have a contradiction by the de�nition of M .At �rst glance this proof seems to work for probabilistic machines. However, the proof failsbecause of the enumeration of the machines. If we choose a standard enumeration of the BPPmachines, one of the Mi will accept with probability 1=2 (for example the machine that just ips acoin and accepts if heads). Since a proper probabilistic machine must accept with probability below1=3 or above 2=3, M will not accept any languages even though it runs in quadratic time. We couldtry to have an enumeration of proper probabilistic linear-time machines but such an enumerationmay be computationally infeasible.The deterministic proof does not work for the non-deterministic case either. Cook [2] provedNTIME[n2] 6� NTIME[n] using a translation lemma: If NTIME[f(n)] � NTIME[g(n)] then forall \reasonable" superlinear h, NTIME[h(f(n))] � NTIME[h(g(n))]. A similar lemma holds fordeterministic and probabilistic computation. Cook's proof proceeds as follows: Assume NTIME[n2]= NTIME[n]. Then by using the translation lemma NTIME[n4] = NTIME[n2] and thus NTIME[n4]= NTIME[n]. If we repeat this process k times, we get NTIME[n2k ] = NTIME[n] for any constantk. Cook shows by careful analysis that this process can actually be repeated logn times to getNTIME[nn]=NTIME[n] which can be shown false by diagonalization.Even though the translation lemma holds, this proof still fails for probabilistic computation.The di�culty comes when we try to make a universal proper probabilistic machine. A universalproper probabilistic machine would be a proper probabilistic machine that can simulate otherproper probabilistic machines; a very di�cult task as we have already seen. Thus we can not keepthe constants in check, and therefore can only repeat the translation process a constant number oftimes.We will exploit these di�culties to create an oracle to collapse BPP to BPTIME[n].5 Proof of the Main TheoremIn this section, we prove the main theorem of this paper:Theorem 5.1 There exists an oracle A such that BPPA = BPTIMEA[n].In order to construct such an A, we encode within A the answers to whether BPPA machinesM accepts inputs w (for each M , and almost all w) in a way that a BPTIMEA[n] machine can �ndthe encoding and thus perform the simulation quickly. The di�culty that arises is that the BPPAmachine also has access to A and so can use it to try to ensure that however we try to encode theanswers the simulating machine will be incorrect. This is in fact why analogous oracles for P andNP can not exist since the theorems of [6, 2] relativize for all oracles. Our ability to construct theoracle in this case rests on a balancing act between the power of probabilistic over deterministic4



computation on one side, its still limited ability on the second side and the \forbidden" region ofacceptance probability (between 1=3 and 2=3) lastly.We present the proof in several sections as follows:1. We describe the structure of the oracle.2. We de�ne inuential, weak and encoding strings.3. We examine a simple case in which machines and inputs only look at their own encodings.4. We describe the encoding process for a restrictive BPP machine that uses the oracle non-adaptively.5. We create a dependency graph for a machine and an input.6. We process the dependency graph encoding that machine and input.7. We generalize the proof to all BPP machines.5.1 Structure of the OracleLet M1;M2; : : : be an enumeration of polynomial-time Turing machines that can make randomchoices and ask queries of an oracle. MAi designates the machine with index i using oracle A.Without loss of generality we can assume MAi (x) runs in at most ni steps. Clearly if L 2 BPPAthen L = L(MAi ) for some i with MAi being a proper probabilistic Turing machine.Without loss of generality we can assume MAi (x) ips all its coins before it does any othercomputation. Once MAi (x) has ipped these coins it becomes a deterministic machine whoseacceptance depends only on the oracle questions it asks. We call the computation after MAi (x)ips its coins a computation path of MAi (x). We also assume MAi (x) ips the same number of coinson each computation path, so that each path has the same probability of occurring. Since MAi (x)runs in polynomial time it can ask only a polynomial number of oracle queries on any computationpath.We will create the oracle A such that for each machine MAi one of the two following statementswill be true:1. MAi is improper.2. There will exist a probabilistic linear-time machine SAi that accepts exactly the same languageas MAi .Suppose BPPA contains a language L. Then some machine MAj must accept exactly the lan-guage L. The machine MAj must be proper, otherwise it could not accept any language at all,certainly not L. If we have set up the oracle A as described above then we have a linear-timemachine SAj accepting the same language as MAj , i.e. the language L. Thus all of BPP collapsesto probabilistic linear time under the oracle A.We could encode whether MAi (x) accepts by putting the string (i; x) in the oracle A if and onlyif MAi (x) accepts. The linear-time machine SAi accepts on input x if (i; x) is in A. This idea failsto work because MAi (x) can look at its own encoding of (i; x) in A.Instead, we will encode in the oracle A whether or not MAi accepts using strings of the form(i; x; r) where r may be any of the 25jxj strings of length 5jxj.We say A properly encodes MAi (x) if 5



1. If MAi accepts x then for at least 2=3 of the possible r's, (i; x; r) 2 A.2. If MAi rejects x then for at most 1=3 of the possible r's, (i; x; r) 2 A.We now have the simulating machine SAi do the following for input x:1. Pick a random r of length 5jxj.2. Accept if (i; x; r) is in the oracle A.Notice that if we have properly encoded A for MAi then SAi will accept exactly the same languageas MAi .5.2 Inuential, Weak and Encoding StringsFor each MAi (x) we will look at all the oracle queries it can possibly ask on every computationpath|potentially a very large set of oracle strings. We call the oracle queries that a�ect theprobability of MAi (x) accepting by a certain non-negligible probability inuential strings. Theremaining oracle queries we call weak strings. We will show that MAi (x) can not have too manyinuential strings.More speci�cally we make the following de�nitions:De�nition: For a given machine MAi and input x, a string z is a �-inuential string if MAi (x)queries z on at least � of its computation paths.De�nition: For a given machine MAi and input x, a string z is a �-weak string if MAi (x)queries z on some computation path but less than � of its computation paths.We show a given MAi (x) can not have too many �-inuential strings by the following lemma:Lemma 5.2 For any machine MA and input x, if MA runs in time t(n) then MA(x) has at mostt(n)� �-inuential strings.Proof SupposeMA(x) has c computation paths. IfMA(x) has more than t(n)� �-inuential stringsthen these inuential strings account for more than ct(n) oracle queries. However we can have atmost ct(n) oracle queries because at most t(n) queries can be asked on each of the c computationpaths. 2From this point on we will let � = 1=6 and we will drop � and only refer to inuential and weakstrings.We also use the term encoding strings to refer to the strings used to encode MAi (x). Morespeci�cally:De�nition: An encoding string for a machine MAi and input x is a string of the form (i; x; r)with jrj = 5jxj.Encoding strings for a machine MAi are all encoding strings for MAi (x) for all x 2 ��. Anencoding string in general is any encoding string for any machine-input pair, i.e. all strings of theform (j; y; r) with jrj = 5jyj.
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5.3 A Simple CaseLet us examine the case when MAi (x) only looks at strings of its own encoding, i.e. strings of theform (i; x; r).By lemma 5.2 there are at most 6ni inuential strings for MAi (x) and thus they make up a verysmall fraction of all the possible (i; x; r).We will properly encode MAi (x) in A as follows:Initially we will set all of the strings of the form (i; x; r) to zero, i.e. not in A. We will thendetermine the probability of MAi (x) accepting. There are three cases:1. MAi (x) accepts with probability less than one third.2. MAi (x) accepts with probability between one third and two thirds.3. MAi (x) accepts with probability greater than two thirds.In the �rst case MAi (x) rejects by de�nition and we have set less than a third of the (i; x; r) inA; in fact, none of the (i; x; r) are in A. In this case we have already properly encoded A.In the second case MAi (x), being improper, can not accept any languages, so we no longer needto encode A for MAi , even for other inputs.In the third case, MAi (x) accepts, but there are less than two thirds of the (i; x; r) in A. Wewill properly encode A using the following algorithm:Pick a non-inuential string from the (i; x; r) and put that string in the oracle A. Now onlyone string of the form (i; x; r) is in the oracle. Once again determine the probability of MAi (x)accepting.If MAi (x) accepts with probability between one third and two thirds, then MAi is improper andwe no longer need to encode MAi .MAi (x) can not accept with probability less than one third. Since we chose an weak stringoccurring on at most one sixth of the computation paths of MAi (x) it can not change its probabilityby more than one sixth. However MAi (x) would have to change its probability by more than onethird to accept with probability less than one third.Thus if MAi (x) is still proper then it must accept with probability at least two thirds. Picka new non-inuential encoding string (the set of inuential strings might have changed with thechanged in the oracle) and add this new string to the oracle A along with the �rst string.Once again either MAi (x) is improper or it accepts with probability more than two thirds. Wecontinue this process until MAi becomes improper or we have added to A enough strings such thattwo-thirds of the (i; x; r) are in A. We can continue this far since the inuential strings form only atiny fraction of all the encoding strings. At this point we will have properly encoded A for MAi (x).Unfortunately, this does not �nish the proof because MAi (x) may ask questions of other ma-chines and inputs. To handle this case we must look carefully at the dependencies among themachine-input pairs and the encoding strings they query. The remainder of the proof handles thesedependencies.5.4 Order of EncodingWe also make the following restriction on how MAi (x) works: We assume MAi (x) does not makeoracle queries dependent on the answers of previous queries. In other words, for any given com-putation path, MAi (x) has a �xed set of oracle queries to decide whether to accept or reject. Thisset can have at most jxji oracle queries, the running time of MAi on x. We will show in section 5.77



how to extend this proof to the general case where MAi (x)'s oracle queries can depend on previousqueries.For any given proper MAi , we need only properly encode oracle A for all but a �nite numberof inputs for MAi . The linear-time probabilistic machine SAi that merely chooses a random r andaccepts if the oracle A contains (i; x; r) will work for all the inputs properly encoded by A. We createa linear-time machine TAi that accepts the same language as MAi by \hardwiring" the answers ofthe �nite number of inputs not properly encoded by A.We will use a �nite injury argument. For a given MAi , we might not properly encode MAi onsome �nite number of inputs. We will determine which inputs for MAi we will not properly encodeas the construction happens, making sure only that a �nite number of inputs are not properlyencoded. For example, suppose we can set some �nite subset of the encoding strings of MAi in orderto make MAj improper for i > j. Then we do not have to consider MAj again. Since there are onlyi � 1 machines with a lower index than i, we can only set the encoding strings in this way for a�nite number of times.We will encode machine-input pairs in the following order: First pick any total ordering of theinputs with the property that jxj < jyj implies x < y. For each input x, we will encode machinesM1;M2; : : : ;Mlog log log n. Thus for machine i, we will not encode any of the �nite number of inputsof size smaller than 222i .For each MAi (x) during the process of the proof we will be able to either1. Set enough of the oracle A to determine whether MAi (x) accepts and appropriately set theencoding strings of MAi (x) in A.2. Make MAi improper.3. Make MAj improper for some j < i.At all times we carefully set the oracle strings in A so as not to use too many encoding questionsfor any machine and/or input except for �nite injury in cases 2 and 3. Lemma 5.7 guarantees thatwe will succeed.We encodeMAi (x) in two phases. First we will determine which encoding stringsMi(x) dependson. Then we properly encode these machines until we have encoded MAi (x). We do this throughuse of a dependency graph.Before we encode any machines we set all oracle strings not used for encoding to zero, i.e. allnon-encoding strings and all encoding strings (j; y; r) with jyj < 222j .Since we encode in order of input size, when we process machine-input pair (i; x) we havepreviously determined all of the following oracle strings:1. Encoding strings of all machines-input pairs (j; y) with jyj < jxj since these string have beenpreviously encoded.2. Encoding strings of all machines previously made improper.As we will see in this proof, we may have determined strings in A in addition to those listed above.5.5 Creating the Dependency GraphWe will create a �nite dependency graph to help us properly encode MAi (x). Each node of thedependency graph is an ordered pair <j; y> where j is an index of a machine and y is an input.Directed edges go from <j; y> to <k; z> if MAj (y) ask oracle strings which are encoding strings of8



MAk (z). We call j the index of node <j; y> and y the input. We de�ne the following order on thenodes of the dependency graph:De�nition: The graph ordering is a total ordering of the nodes such that <j; y> < <k; z> ifj < k or j = k and y < z.In section 5.3 we assumed the dependency graph had only self loops, i.e. machines and inputsonly look at their own encoding strings. If the dependency graph had no cycles, we could properlyencode all the nodes by encoding the leaves and then work our way back to the root. However, thedependency graph may have cycles, in which case we will require more work to process this graph.To create the dependency graph G for MAi (x) we will start with the single node <i; x> andcalling CREATE(<i; x>) using the following procedure:Procedure CREATE(<i; x>):Initialize G as the single node <i; x>.EXPAND(<i; x>)While there exists an expanded node <k; z> and an unexpanded node <j; y>such that j < k and either jyj < jzj or there exists an edge from <k; z> to <j; y>EXPAND(<j; y>)Procedure EXPAND(<j; y>):For all <k; z> such that an encoding string of MAk (z) is queried byMAj (y) on some computation path doAdd node <k; z> to G if it's not already thereAdd an edge from <j; y> to <k; z>An expanded node of G is a node <j; y> such that EXPAND(<j; y>) was called during thecreation of G.We will see this graph contains the structure of the recursive encodings necessary to encodeMi(x). A node <j; y> depends on node <k; z> if there is an edge from <j; y> to <k; z>. Likewise,MAj (y) depends on MAk (z) if <j; y> depends on <k; z>.Note that all nodes of G represent machines with as yet undetermined encoding strings, stringsthat we have yet to decide whether or not to place them in A. If <j; y> is a node of G then1 � j � log log logn and jyj � n. If <j; y> is an expanded node of G other than <i; x> then j < i.Lemma 5.3 If <j; y> 2 G then jyj < nlog n.Proof A Turing machine can not ask an oracle question longer than the amount of time it hasto write it down. If <k; z> is a node of G then M has running time at most jzjlog log log jzj sincek � log log log n and Mk runs in time at most nk for inputs of size n. We only create expandednodes towards smaller indices and the only way we can get to a larger input is if there is a directarrow from a higher index expanded node. If f(j) is the maximum size of the inputs of all thenodes of index at least j then f(j � 1) � f(j)log log log f(j). We know f(i) = n since <i; x> isthe only expanded node of G of index i. We can bound the recurrence using lemma 5.4 to showf(j) < nlogn for all j such that 1 � j � i. Thus for all expanded nodes <j; y>, jyj < nlogn. Sincewe create unexpanded nodes only from expanded nodes, we can actually show for all nodes <j; y>of G, jyj < nlog n. 2Lemma 5.4 Suppose we have a function f(j) with the following conditions:1. f(i) = n for some i, 1 � i � log log log n 9



2. f(j � 1) � f(j)log log log f(j) for all j, 1 � j � iThen f(j) < nlogn for all j, 1 � j � i.Proof By induction on j. True for j = i by assumption. Assume f(k) < nlog n for all k,j < k � i. We will show the lemma true for j.For all k with j < k � i,f(k � 1) � f(k)log log log f(k) < f(k)log log log(nlog n) = f(k)g(n)for g(n) = log log log(nlog n) = 1 + log log logn. Then we havef(j) � f(i)g(n)i�j � ng(n)log log log nby repeatedly exponentiating f(i) = n by g(n) for i� j times. To bound the exponent, we notelog(g(n)log log log n) = (log log logn)(log g(n)) = (log log log n)(log(1 + log log logn)) < log log n:Thus g(n)log log log n < log n and thus f(j) < nlog n 2Since j and jyj is bounded, the graph G is �nite.5.6 Processing the Dependency GraphAfter we create the dependency graph G for MAi (x) as described above, we will process eachexpanded node <j; y> of G from smallest node to <i; x> in the graph ordering described insection 5.5, possibly changing G at each step.As we process each node <j; y> of G we will either1. Set enough of the oracle A to determine Mj(y). We then encode Mj(y) in A appropriatelywith its unset encoding strings. We remove node <j; y> from G, along with all its associatededges.2. Make Mj improper. At this point we stop trying to encode Mi(x), invoking the �nite injuryargument since j � i.3. Put node <j; y> on hold. We will restructure the dependency graph so <j; y> only has edgesto nodes <k; z> with k > j and jyj > 2jzj. These held nodes are the key to handling cycles inthe dependency graph.As we process each node <j; y> of G all previously processed nodes not removed will be onhold. These held nodes depend only on a larger index or input than <j; y>. We will combinenode <j; y> with all the held nodes of smaller indices it depends on into one single node. We willshow the probabilistic machine corresponding to this node can not have too much power. Thismachine-input pair also depends only on encoding strings of MAk (z) with k � j. We show we canapply one of the three actions above and then we process the next node. When we process node<i; x> it can not be put on hold because jxj = n and no nodes of G have input of length less thann. We have then succeeded in encoding MAi (x) making it improper or making some machine witha smaller index improper.If when we process node <j; y> we decide to place <j; y> on hold and if a previously held node<k; z> has an edge to <j; y> we will \forward" the edges of <k; z> to the nodes <j; y> depend onto keep the following invariant: After we process a node of the dependency graph, all held nodesonly have edges to unprocessed nodes.We now give a more precise description of how we process node <j; y>:10



1. ConvertMj(y) to M̂j(y), a new machine that combinesMj(y) with all the machines related tothe held nodes of a smaller index that <j; y> depends on. We describe the combining processbelow. We remove all edges from <j; y> to the held nodes. The machine M̂j(y) depends onlyon encodings relating to nodes of the same or larger index. [Backward Combine]2. We try to set the oracle to make M̂Aj (y) accept with an improper probability. At this pointwe have �nished processing this dependency graph.3. If unsuccessful, we examine the inuential and weak strings of M̂j(y). We argue that the weakstrings can not a�ect the output of M̂Aj (y), and we remove the related edges from G. We setall the inuential strings of encodings of inputs at least as long as jyj=2 to zero, also removingthose edges from G. Recompute every machine related to a held node with an edge to oneof these inuential strings. If we have now determined those machines, properly encode theoracle and remove those nodes from G.4. If there are no more inuential strings then we have determined M̂Aj (y) (Lemma 5.9). Properlyencode the oracle. Recompute every machine related to a held node with an edge to <j; y>. Ifwe have now determined those machines, properly encode the oracle and remove those nodesfrom G. Finally, remove node <j; y> from G and all its remaining associated edges. We thenprocess then next node of G.5. If inuential edges remain, we then place node <j; y> on hold. First we combine M̂j(y) withall previously processed nodes it still depends on (nodes <j; z> with jzj < jyj=2). [DownwardCombine]6. After we process all nodes of G with index j, we then combine every machine with a hold ona node <j; z> with M̂j(z) replacing edges to <j; z> with edges to the edges of node <j; z>.[Forward Combine]5.6.1 Combining MachinesWe combine a machine M with a set of machines M as follows: We simulate M choosing therandom coin tosses at random. When M asks an oracle query about the encoding of a machineM 0 2 M, we would like to respond with whether M 0 accepts. We could simulate M 0 and respondto the oracle query with the output of M 0. However with any given set of coin tosses, M mayask several oracle queries and each simulation could fail with probability up to one third. Thuswe could have a large probability of getting wrong answers on some of the oracle queries. Insteadwe simulate M 0 m times independently, where m is the length of the input of the machine to becombined, and take the majority answer, which gives us an exponentially small error.We call this combined machine M̂ with a running time of h(n). Suppose M runs in time f(m),the longest questionM asks of a machine inM is of length l(m) and the maximal running time of amachine inM is g(m). We can bound h(m) by mf(m)g(l(m)): A maximum of f(m) oracle queriesof length at most l(m) each simulatedm times. For backward combining we will have l(m) � f(m),the running time of M so h(m) � mf(m)g(f(m)). For downward and forward combining steps wewill have l(m) � m=2 and thus h(m) � mf(m)g(m=2).Lemma 5.5 If the combined machine is encoded into the oracle, it will accept the same languageas the though it used the oracle queries of A directly.11



Proof By the construction of the oracle, unless the �nite injury argument is invoked or we doa recomputation in step 3, all queries we make will be eventually set to the correct value of whetheror not the machine accepts.The only potential problem happens if a simulation outputs a di�erent answer than correctvalue of whether or not the machine accepts. The simulation is designed to let that happen withan exponentially small chance of error. Lemma 5.6 shows that every computation path has asubexponential length and thus the error caused can only a�ect a tiny number of computationpaths and thus the overall probability only slightly. 2Lemma 5.6 Let t(k;m; j) be the maximum running time of the combined machine M̂Ak (y) withjyj = m after we have processed all nodes of G of index j. For all but a �nite number of m, wehave t(k;m; j) � m(logm)2j � m(logm)log logmProof By the construction of the dependency graph G we have that log log logm bounds bothk and j. The second inequality follows from this fact.The �rst inequality follows from the following recurrence:1. t(k;m; j) =mk for k > j (never combined)2. t(k; n; j) = nk (never combined)3. t(k;m; j) = t(k;m; j � 1) � t(j; bm=2c; j) �m for k < j (forward combine)4. t0(m; j) = mj � (maxk<j(t(k;mj ; j � 1)) �m (backward combine)5. t(j;m; j) = t0(m; j) � t(j; bm=2c; j) �m (downward combine)We will prove the �rst inequality by induction. The inequality clearly holds for cases 1 and 2.We will show the inequality holds for case 4 and 5. Case 3 has a similar proof.Combining cases 4 and 5 and applying the inductive argument we gett(j;m; j) � mj+2 � (mj)(logmj)2j�1 � (m=2)(logm=2)2jNoticing that 2(logm=2)2j dominates mj+2 we need only showmj(j logm)2j�1 �m((logm)�1)2j � m(logm)2jLetting r = logm and combining exponents means we need only showj(jr)2j�1 + (r � 1)2j � r2jWe have j � log log logm so j � log log r. We then havej2j�1 � j2j = (22j )log j � rlog jWe also have (r � 1)2j � r2j � 2jr2j�1 + 22jr2j�2Since jrlog jr2(j�1) is clearly much less than 2jr2j�1 the lemma follows. 212



5.6.2 AnalysisIn this subsection we will argue that the above procedures will properly encodeMAi (x) in our oracleor the �nite injury argument will apply. Then the construction given in Section 5.4 will create theoracle we desire.Lemma 5.7 After we process the dependency graph G for MAi (x) we will either have properlyencoded MAi (x) or made some machine Mj improper for some j � i.Proof We will show below that we can always process the dependency graph as described inSection 5.6. Node <i; x> can not be put on hold since there are no nodes with an input of lengthless than jxj in G. The lemma follows. 2Lemma 5.8 We can always properly encode M̂Aj (y) as required when processing G as described inSection 5.6.Proof Let m = jyj � n. Except for the �nite injury case, the only encoding strings of MAj (y)are those inuential strings of inputs of length at most twice m. By Lemma 5.2, the number ofinuential strings set by any of these (combined) machines is at most six times its running time.Thus any machine MAk (z) that has set its inuential strings in the encoding strings of MAj (y) musthave k � log log log n � log log logm and jzj � 2jyj = 2m. By Lemma 5.6 the running time ofMAk (z) is at most (2m)(log 2m)log log 2m and thus the number of inuential strings is six times thisamount. There are a total of log log log n possible such machines on at most 22m inputs for a totalnumber of strings set of: (log log log n)(22m)(6(2m)(log 2m)log log 2m) < 23mwhich is less than the 2�2m of the 25m encoding strings available. The unset strings consist of morethan 1 � 2�2m > 23 of the encoding strings available and thus we can properly encode whether ornot MAj (y) acceptsLemma 5.9 If we can not set the oracle to make M̂Aj (y) accept with an improper probability andwe have set all the inuential strings of M̂Aj (y) then we have determined M̂Aj (y).Proof Identical to the proof given in Section 5.3. 25.7 Generalizing the Proof for All BPP MachinesWe give a sketch of the modi�cations of this proof necessary if we allow the probabilistic machinesto base their oracle queries on answers to previous oracle queries. The computation paths on amachine M will now contain branches both for coin tosses and oracle queries. We create G usingall possible branches of both types. When we process each node <j; y> of G we do the following:1. We create M̂(j; y) as before.2. We will try all possible oracle settings of A to try to make M̂Aj (y) improper. If we succeedthen we no longer need to continue processing G. Note that this process will only a�ect nodes(k; z) for k � j. 13



3. Look at the machine where it takes undetermined oracle query branches as though they werezero. We argue the weak strings of this model can not a�ect the output of the originalmachine. As before, we set to zero inuential strings of an encoding of an input of length atleast jyj=2. If there are other inuential strings, we will put the machine on hold and combinethe appropriate machines.4. We encode MAj (y). In this case we may have introduced ones into A. We then recompute aswell as combine all machines that had a hold on <j; y>.The remainder of the proof follows as before.6 Other ResultsCorollary 6.1 BPP = ZPTIME[n] = RTIME[n] � NTIME[n] for some oracle A.Proof Note in the proof of the main theorem we only introduce ones into the oracle when wemake a machine improper or when we encode a machine. Except for a �nite number of injuries, ifMAi (x) rejects then we will encode MAi (x) entirely with zeros. A linear-time machine that picks anencoding string at random will never accept in this case so the oracle we created actually collapsesBPP to RTIME[n]. If BPP = RTIME[n] then BPP = co-RTIME[n] and thus BPP = ZPTIME[n].2Corollary 6.2 For some oracle A, BPP has linear-size circuits.Proof Fix a probabilistic machine Mi. Look at all 2n inputs of length n. For any (i; x; r) allbut 2�2n of the r's correctly encode MAi (x). Thus there exists some r0 such that (i; x; r0) correctlyencodes MAi (x) for all x of length n. We can easily build a linear-size circuit that determines if(i; x; r0) 2 A. 2Theorem 6.3 For some oracle A, �P2 � BPTIME[n].Proof Let M1;M2; : : : be a list of �P2 machines, i.e. polynomial-time deterministic machineswith access to an NP oracle. We set up the oracle A as in the proof of the main theorem but weencode our machines in a di�erent way.Look at the computation of Mi(x) on undetermined oracle queries. Using techniques of Wilson[15] we note there exists a setting of polynomial many oracle questions that determines MAi (x).We set the oracle in this way to determine MAi (x). We then encode (i; x; r) properly. There arelog log log n machines on 2n inputs each requiring at most a polynomial number of oracle queriesto be set. We have hardly used any of the 25n oracle questions available. Thus we will have noproblem encoding MAi (x). 2Note �P2 6�RTIME[n] under any oracle, because �P2 �RTIME[n] would imply NP = NTIME[n],which contradicts Cook's result [2].Clearly there exists an oracle such that BPTIME[n] does not contain BPP or �P2 created bydiagonalizing with strings too long for the BPTIME[n] machines to read. We can create similaroracles such that NTIME[n] does not contain BPP and BPP does not have linear-size circuits. Infact these results hold for random and generic oracles.We now show the impossibility of simultaneously collapsing both BPP and NP to probabilisticlinear time even though we can do either individually.Theorem 6.4 The following two statements can not both be true:14



BPP = BPTIME[n]NP � BPTIME[n]Proof Assume both statements are true. Then NP would be contained in BPP. By a result ofZachos [16], NP � BPP implies the entire polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to BPP and thusto BPTIME[n]. Then all languages in the polynomial-time hierarchy have n4{size circuits whichcontradicts Kannan's result [8] that �P2 \�P2 does not have nk{size circuits for any �xed k. 2Note this proof relativizes; thus no oracle A exists that collapses both BPP and NP to proba-bilistic linear time even though we can collapse each individually.Any complexity class that contains both NP and BPP can not be collapsed to BPTIME[n]. Inparticular, the set of all languages accepted by interactive proof systems must contain languagesnot recognizable in probabilistic linear time since IP [5, 1] contains both NP and BPP.We can use the recent series of results showing IP=PSPACE [10, 13] to get a stronger resultanswering an open question raised in a previous version of this paper. Let IPTIME[f(n)] be theclass of languages accepted by an interactive proof system with a veri�er restricted to run inO(f(n))time. For example, IP=[k>0IPTIME[nk].Theorem 6.5 There exists a language L in IP but not in IPTIME[n].Proof A careful analysis of the proof that PSPACE contains IP shows IPTIME[n]�DSPACE[n2].However we know that PSPACE properly contains DSPACE[n2] [6] and IP=PSPACE. The theoremfollows. 2Fortnow and Lund [4] have shown a strong time and space hierarchy for public-coin interactiveproof systems.Also, IP does not have linear-size circuits because PSPACE does not [8]. Since the proof thatIP=PSPACE does not relativize, there could be an oracle A such that IPA=IPTIME[n]A or IPAhas linear-size relativized circuits.7 Conclusions and Further ResearchThis paper shows the collapse of both BPP and �P2 to both BPTIME[n] and linear-size circuitswith appropriate oracles. Also, �P2 \ �P2 can not be collapsed to either BPTIME[n] or linear-sizecircuits. Since IP=PSPACE, IP properly contains BPTIME[n] and IP does not have linear-sizecircuits.Some of these questions remain open for the class AM of interactive proof systems limited toa constant number of rounds of interaction. By theorem 6.4, AM properly contains BPTIME[n]since AM contains both NP and BPP. Still open is whether AM has linear-size circuits and/or AMproperly contains AM with a linear-time veri�er under any reasonable de�nition of a constant-roundinteractive proof system with a linear-time veri�er.Ideally the questions in this paper should be resolved in the unrelativized world. Although thispaper shows solving such problems will be hard, there have recently been results, like IP=PSPACE,that do solve problems previously thought hard for similar reasons. However it will require tech-niques that do not relativize to solve the problems in this paper. We conjecture none of the collapsesoccur in the unrelativized world.This paper introduces several techniques for oracle construction. These methods may be usefulin the construction of oracles for other problems.This paper gives an example of how probabilistic computation appears di�erent than deter-ministic and non-deterministic computation. Perhaps there exist other results that may help to15
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